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Appreciate the Power of #

with Green Energy

Mine and Earn your treasured cryptocurrency

Join the Multi -Millionaire Industry;

be a HashGainer Today !



Limited Time Presale Offer

for ICO Stakeholders

HashGains has come out with an exclusive Presale Offer only for our

investors. You can mine and earn Bitcoin or Bitcoin Cash with every 10

HashGains Token you buy! HashGains will empower you with 1 GH/s

Hash power before the main sale starts.

Every 10 HashGains token you buy would get you 1 GH/s Hash Power

to mine Bitcoin or Bitcoin Cash in our Data Center.



Sample investment of 10,000 tokens during pre-sale will cost you

$7,000 would also get 1,000 GH/s or 1 TH/s of hashing power for 24

months which can get you close to BTC 0.05 per year or 0.1 BTC in 2

years which is equivalent to around $2,000
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Legal Statements



1. Legal Statements

1.1 Legal Disclaimer



The facts provided in this white paper widely cover the diﬀerent aspects of Initial Coin Oﬀering and HashGains’ role in the

same. Strictly meant for public guidance, it enunciates the practice of ICO Token crowd sale solely as a matter of interest to

groups or individuals who would like to beneﬁt from this venture. By taking part in any of the activities pertaining to ICO trade

or by using any of the information underneath, you adhere to the following codes of practice:



1.



As a user, you understand and acknowledge that HashGains’ exclusive tokens will be supplied as part of the presale or/ and

ICO smart contract in a predetermined order that ensures successful delivery of contracts/transactions and no modiﬁcation

can be made on these by any of the parties.



2.



You wilfully cognize that HashGains is not accountable for the individual capability to participate in the ICO sale for reasons

beyond its control- these include but are not limited to the duration of the presale and/or ICO exchange, unprecedented

delays in transaction mining or/and nodal issues.



3.



Following a successful presale or/and ICO, team HashGains will focus on implementing the business plans and achieving the

respective milestones as construed in the ﬁnancial roadmap for the times ahead. HashGains, however, undertakes no

responsibility to act on account of the user’s interests pertaining to the future presale or/and Initial Coin Oﬀering.



4.



As an ICO investor, you acknowledge that by transferring your assets to the HashGains site, you have taken an absolute

decision regarding the deposition of money or other such liquid assets and have no right whatsoever to claim a chargeback

barring one which is guaranteed by the ICO presale or/and smart contract code itself (this speciﬁcally refers to a 100% recompense

when the total fund raised is below the minimum target and the timeline for the presale/ Crowdsale/ ICO has expired).



5.



Under the ﬁscal policies of the state, the user as well as the company is responsible for individual taxations. HashGains is not

a tax agent to the user nor is it liable to act as one. HashGains will not be providing the user’s ﬁnancial information to a third

party unless oﬃcially requested by the governing authorities.



6.



The links mentioned in this e-manual oﬀer vistas to third party websites over which HashGains has no control whatsoever.

The statistical ﬁgures and illustrations are for reference purpose only and HashGains is, by no means, responsible for the

factual authenticity of these aforementioned sites.



7.



Additionally, the information provided in this Whitepaper is not meant for legal consultation and HashGains is not liable in

case of any omissions or errors, or for the results achieved from the use of this information.



8.



All information on the HashGains platform should be taken as an investment advice and it does not indicate an invitation or

an oﬀer to purchase and/or sell ICO tokens or invest in the same.



9.



The data is provided "as is" and comes with no assurance of accuracy, compliance, signiﬁcance or consequences following

the real-time application of this information. In no possible event will HashGains, or its partners, escrows or employees be

legally responsible to the user for any verdict or action taken based on the information or for any damage thereof, even if

fully advised of the risk of any such damages.



10.



The user warrants that he/she is a capable individual of/above the legal majority age, thereby complying with the jurisdictions

of the land.

**Disclaimer Note: All investments are subject to market risks. By reading this legal disclaimer, you fully cognize that you have

understood and agreed to the terms and conditions of the ICO contract. You are participating in the presale or/and ICO contract on

the HashGains platform at your own risk and HashGains will not be responsible for any losses incurred.



www.hashgains.com/ico
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1.2 Forward Looking Statements



This document has not been examined or sanctioned by any regulatory body. Nor will such action be taken in the name of

law or any such regional jurisdiction. The periodical distribution, broadcasting or publication of this Whitepaper by no means

indicates that the pertinent laws, administrative rules, or advisory claims are part of some compilation. As indorsed by the

relevant laws, principles and protocols, HashGains and its respected associates (including the oﬃcials and the agents), with

regards to the HashGains platform and HashGains’ ICO tokens, are not subject to blame for any damage including but not

limited to direct/indirect, incidental/accidental, major/minor damages such as loss of proﬁts or revenue, trading losses, third

party losses (predictable or otherwise), damages resulting from the eﬀectiveness or ineﬀectiveness of the HashGains website

and HashGains tokens.

So as to avoid the risk of dubious dealings, the distributor makes clear that a few statements included in this ICO Whitepaper

are ‘forward-looking’ and fall under the meaning of appropriate securities laws. These not only represent the current views

of the company with regards to the ﬁnancial performance, but also the central roadmap, potential growth prospects and

future strategy in direct relation to HashGains, and the ICO trade industry wherein it operates. Forward-looking statements

may be identiﬁed by the usage of terms such as anticipates, ''plans'', intends, ''anticipates'', “aims’, “goals”, “believes”, “likely”,

''could'', “would’, “should”, “future”, “estimate” and the like. As part of any business norm, an investment may involve certain

risks (known or unknown as stated in the terms and conditions) as well as other pertinent factors that lead to variations in

actual results, and diﬀerences in presentations and accomplishments which are in contrast to the future-oriented statements. Therefore, these declarations should not be taken as assurances of future presentations or results. All ‘risks’ should

be deliberated in correspondence with other advisory statements as mentioned in the terms and conditions. The generalized

statements in this Whitepaper are not future proclamations or forecasts.

Readers are warned against placing undue conﬁdence in these statements and taking them literally. All information pertaining to ICO communicates only as of the date of their release in the form of this Whitepaper.
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2. Abstract

The latest Blockchain developments have taken the world by storm. As yet another ﬁnancial year comes to a decent closure,

the tech-communities are busy predicting the colossal returns as promised by Bitcoin and its altcoin successors. It’s no less

than a boon, given the fundamentals of Blockchain technology has been adopted by many an international bank as part of

the core infrastructure. The Distributed Ledger Technology oﬀers an ideal solution to traditional banking problems and with

the inception of decentralized coins like Bitcoin, Ethereum and Monero, the virtual world seems to take on the real world with

equal gusto. Being an unassailable ledger that it is, Blockchain wallets not only store all forms of digital assets, but also record

every minute detail associated with each and every transaction.

Cryptomining has created a sort of frenzy among people of late, owing to the price of cryptocurrencies which skyrocketed in

the last couple of years. Today, mining is considered a long-term venture that assures lucrative returns. Bitcoin mining started in the year 2009, and since then, there has been no looking back. HashGains is one of those reliable platforms that has

been specially designed for cryptocurrency mining via cloud technology. The increasing demand for mining services has now

led to a dearth of mining tools and equipment. On a larger scale, mining has become an expensive deal with powerful ASIC

devices fulﬁlling the requirements. Not only is the electricity consumption on the higher end, but mining has itself become a

community-driven elitist aﬀair. The initial purpose of crypto coins (which promotes a decentralized station that is accessible

to anyone and everyone) seems to be defeated with ASIC and FCPA devices taking centre stage. HashGains aims for

bio-friendly (and user-friendly) mining services so as to reduce the high level of energy consumption and encourage feasible

cryptomining. With HashGains’ ICO smart contracts, investors can become co-owners of the mining servers and equipment.

The company will hold an Initial Coin Oﬀering Event in the coming year wherein investors and supporters get to play an active

role and become the initial owners of the HashGains Token before it gets released on any major exchange. The token will be

used in the marketplace for a wide variety of engagements. The funds amassed from the ICO presale will be used for the early

development, marketing and management of the overall project and its platform. ICO owners may feel assured that this

unique project is backed by a team of crypto veterans and Blockchain experts. Indeed, team HashGains has the potential to

become the torchbearers of a progressive generation in years to come. Come, be a part of HashGains mining!
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